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WeatherWeather RoutingRouting –– State of State of thethe ArtArt

shore-based routing (minimum time, minimum 
fuel consumption (ETA service))
onboard voyage planning system BonVoyage
delivering services through BonVoyage
keys to improved quality

data quality
risk factors
optimization
severe motion alert
alarms



Standard Ship Standard Ship RoutingRouting –– MessageMessage TrafficTraffic



33--Panel Track/Weather ChartPanel Track/Weather Chart

better understanding of 
given recommendation
Weather data 
(windbarbs, pressure 
contours, significant 
wave height)
Voyage track and dead-
reckoned position



Onboard SolutionOnboard Solution

BON VOYAGE SYSTEM BON VOYAGE SYSTEM 
OOnboardnboard weather display and route optimisation softwareweather display and route optimisation software

DataData requestsrequests and and forecastsforecasts providedprovided throughthrough ee--mailmail
Weather Weather parameterparameter: : SurfaceSurface pressurepressure, 500 , 500 mbmb heightsheights, , surfacesurface windswinds, , sigsig. . 
wavewave, , swellswell, , tropicaltropical stormsstorms, , iceice, , currentcurrent, , seasea surfacesurface temperaturetemperature
Route Route inputinput & & comparisoncomparison
Route Route optimisationoptimisation withwith weather weather constraintsconstraints and and nogonogo areasareas
Voyage Voyage simulationsimulation



Recent AWT DevelopmentsRecent AWT Developments

AWT proprietary forecast out to 16 daysAWT proprietary forecast out to 16 days
Merging tropical cyclone warning winds with GFS model windsMerging tropical cyclone warning winds with GFS model winds
AWT WWIII Wave Model

Run twice daily 00 and 12 -> T+384 
Unique AWT spectral energy decomposition sea, Swell + Primary, Secondary etc (up to 5)
Unique AWT blocking (suppress energy passing through land)

Global NCOM current data Global NCOM current data JunGulfStream0.gif
RoutingRouting and and AvoidanceAvoidance of Heavy of Heavy MotionsMotions

severe motions alert through Avoidance of Roll Resonance or Wave Impact (ARROW) program



Unmodified GFS 
Winds for TS GONU

Warning winds merged 
with GFS winds

Merge tropical cyclone warning winds with GFS model windsMerge tropical cyclone warning winds with GFS model winds



OptimizationOptimization
Objective functions

Voyage time min. (least time track)
Fuel consumption min. (least fuel track
for required arrival time)

Constraints
Weather induced constraints
NoGo areas



The recommended route by AWT was shorten about 490 nm and about 20 hours of sailing time was saved.

BusanBusan -- Long BeachLong Beach
(ship (ship routingrouting forfor efficiencyefficiency))



Along the actual route, the vessel was 
sailed at an economical speed, with 
further reduction during the last 17 
hours of the voyage.  It is estimated 
that the vessel consumed 92mt/day 
at 20.5 knots for the first 8.1 days of 
the voyage, then reduced speed 
further.  Total consumption for the 
voyage was 787 mt.

At max calm speed of 21.5 knots, it is 
calculated the ship would consume 
about 105 mt/day.  It is calculated 
that the voyage would have taken 
254 hours.  At 105 mt/day, the ship 
would have consumed 1111mt of fuel 
oil.

Therefore, 325 mt ifo were saved 
along the recommended route, along 
with an arrival 43 hours earlier.

Seattle Seattle –– YokohamaYokohama
(ship (ship routingrouting forfor reliabilityreliability))



WeWe cancan do a do a lot…butlot…but ifif Master Master isis notnot followingfollowing thethe
givengiven recommendation…recommendation…

Route Comparison
ACTUAL ROUTE RECOMMENDED ROUTE

DISTANCE 6410 NM 4630 NM
TIME ENROUTE 444.6 HRS 302.9 HRS
AVERAGE SPEED 14.4 KTS 15.3 KTS
CURRENT FACTOR -0.1 KTS 0.1 KTS
WEATHER FACTOR -2.1 KTS -1.4 KTS
PERFORMANCE SPEED 16.6 KTS 16.6 KTS



… no charts on board
MASTER ADVISED ON DEPARTURE STEWART ISLAND THAT HE HAS NO CHARTS FOR 
UNIMAK PASS OR ATTU ISLAND. HE GAVE INTENDED WAYPOINTS SOUTH OF THE 
ALEUTIANS.

HIS INTENDED ADDS ONLY APPROX 35NM. HOWERVER, WE CALCULATE APPROX 10 
HOUR LATER ARRIVAL DUE TO WEATHER CONDITIONS.



IssuesIssues in in ShipShip RoutingRouting

The Polar Route – Could save lots of fuel, but not really a function of 
weather routing
Load Line Limits / Institute Warranty Limit – Silly & antiquated policy which 
expose ships to very heavy weather and can cost huge amounts of fuel.  

Insurers should have details on where the greatest amount of damage occurs. 
Piracy - IMO guidelines indicate to pass 100 nm north and east of Socotra, 
which exposes them to the heaviest monsoon conditions.  

3,450-TEU container vessel M/V Ital Florida built 2007, lost at least three 
containers in severe seas between June 16 and 19 in the Arabian Sea. The 
vessel faced waves of 7-10m in height. The ship's deck also suffered storm 
damage. She arrived in port on June 22 with a substantial port of its containers 
shifted to starboard and damaged.
Panamanian chemical transporter M/V Fairchem Steed / Alexander C sank in 
strong weather in the Arabian Sea between Socotra Island and the south coast 
of Yemen after being battered by high winds and waves. 



5 Year Growth5 Year Growth

2002 75-80 routes per month

2007 approx. 2000 routes per month
650-700 outgoing messages per day
close to 1500 incoming messages per 
day




